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Financial Risk Solutions: Building
profile as a leading provider of
investment administration software
SECTOR:

RegTech
CLIENT:

SERVICES
PROVIDED:

Corporate Communications

Public Relations

Financial Risk Solutions (FRS) appointed
MD Consulting to raise their profile and create
a distinct and trusted voice in their market that
would stand out from their competitors.

THE CLIENT

Financial Risk Solutions Ltd (FRS), a Constellation
Software Inc. firm, provides investment administration and
compliance oversight software to life assurance, wealth and
asset management industries around the world.
Founded in 1999 by senior-level actuaries, long before ‘RegTech’
entered the lexicon of finnancial terminology, the firm has a deep
reservoir of expertise and understanding of the industry. Today
their technology, Invest|ProTM, helps fund administrators in over
65 worldwide blue-chip financial services and Business Process
Outsourcing (BPO) companies manage in excess of 150,000 funds.
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THE CHALLENGE

When FRS hired MD Consulting in 2013 the
priority was to generate brand awareness and
create a distinct and trusted profile in the market
that would be recognised and valued among asset
managers, wealth managers and life assurers.
With life assurance and asset management companies
typically signing new technology contracts every 10 to 15
years, FRS had to battle some well-established competitors
to make headway. To keep winning new clients, expanding
business from existing clients and growing market share
it needed to raise its profile as a trusted brand that was
recognised for quality and innovation.
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WHAT MD CONSULTING DOES:

Since 2013, MD Consulting has delivered an ongoing
profile-raising strategy for FRS that has built brand value
and contributed to their growth in market share in a niche,
but competitive space.
Drawing on our deep understanding of the FinTech and RegTech
sectors , our extensive media network and our diverse skills in PR,
content and social media the programme has involved:
 C
 orporate Communications — establishing corporate and
product positioning with credible messaging to engage with their
external audiences.
 Public Relations — sustained media engagement and proactive
outreach for FRS and their ever-evolving technology.
 Content Marketing — producing and achieving coverage for
bylined and thought-leadership articles to promote the deep
domain knowledge within the organisation.
 Awards Management — developing and proactively managing
an industry awards programme across multiple publications
and outlets.
 Digital Communications — creating and managing email, social
media and lead generation campaigns to amplify and complement
the media and content marketing activities.

MD Consulting are integral to our global marketing
activities and consistently offer quality advice,
consultancy and hands-on delivery.
They have excellent relationships with the press
community, which helps generate PR coverage for us.
They quickly grasp the business challenges at hand and
work hard to deliver our key messages.
The team are a pleasure to work with and access to
their global contacts was especially helpful during our
expansion into Asia.
FRANK CARR
CMO
Financial Risk Solutions (FRS)
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Key Client Outcomes
Over the past 18 month our integrated
communications programme has
delivered a number of noteworthy
outcomes and successes:
 A significant number of new leads
generated through targeted content
and digital marketing activities
 A number of prestigious award wins
such as:
 P
 ensions Technology Provider of the Year
Irish Pensions Awards 2019
 Solvency II Solution of the Year
Insurance Asset Management Awards 2019
 Tech Firm of the Year
Insurance Asset Management Awards 2019

 Extensive coverage in trade and
mainstream press

Coverage publications include:
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